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Preface
This document is intended to bring together a combination of piling history, Koppers
experiences, technical information and standards from around the world to give a guide to
the design life of Koppers timber piles.
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Summary
In short, Koppers recommends the following design life assumptions for its timber piles in
various situations. It is assumed that the piles are correctly installed and finished and are
placed in average hazard areas1. For further information please refer to the information that
follows. This does not imply any guarantee for reasons discussed later in this document, and
is based on experience and research over many, many years.
Hardwood
or
Softwood

Treatment
Hazard Level
(AS1604.1)

Foundation Pile (pH between 2 and
11.5), finished more than 500mm below
finished ground level.

Hardwood
Softwood

H5
H5

Foundation Pile (pH between 2 and
11.5), finished between 300mm and
500mm below finished ground level.

Hardwood
Softwood

H5
H5

Foundation Pile (pH between 2 and
11.5), finished above 300mm below
finished ground level (including
extending above ground level) – no
concrete cap3.
Foundation pile finished below
permanent water table level.

Hardwood
Softwood

H5
H5

Hardwood
Softwood

None required

Marine Pile in southern waters. No
protective barrier.

Hardwood
Softwood

H6
H6

Marine Pile in northern waters. No
protective barrier.

Hardwood
Softwood

H6 Double Treat
H6 Double Treat

Marine Pile with protective barrier.

Hardwood
Softwood

H5+
H5+

End Use

Typical Minimum Design Life (Years)
100
100
Generally accepted minimum, likely much
longer.
Depends on available water and oxygen.
Minimum 50 years but generally between
Timber Service Life Design Guide2 values
and 100 years.
50
50
Use Timber Service Life Design Guide2
Indefinite.
30
30
Use Timber Service Life Design Guide2
25
25
Use Timber Service Life Design Guide2
75
75

Treated Timber Foundation Piling
The most commonly asked question about treated timber piling is; “How long will it last?”
A correctly treated hardwood pile, driven to its design requirements, cut off below ground
line, adequately preservative treated (on the cut end) and correctly capped, will last almost
indefinitely. In fact, timber piles complying with the above are expected to last many times
the design life of the structure they support4. Decay and termite attack can only happen
when there is sufficient moisture and oxygen, too little of either (or even too much moisture)
and the timber will not degrade.
Properly employed timber piles are a more permanent, lower cost, environmentally better
solution than any other piling material employed today, assuming they give the required
structural design capacity. This is particularly true in chemically aggressive soils (where
treated timber piles have been employed in soils ranging from pH 2 to pH 11.5), in soils and
water tables with high free CO2 levels which cause concrete carbonation, and in soils and
1

This refers to typical moisture and environmental conditions and may exclude areas with excessive flooding or
rainforest areas with high decay hazards for example.
2
Produced by the FWPA and available free on the website www.timber.org.au.
3
Concrete cap refers to a foundation system where the head of the pile is cast into a concrete foundation system
such as a pile cap or strip footing.
4
Please refer to the Koppers Timber Piling Guide for more discussion of correct finishing techniques and
preservative treatment requirements.
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water tables with high chloride levels which can be extremely detrimental to both concrete
and steel. Just to give some common examples.
Additionally, whilst concrete and steel can have protection measures employed for such
harsh conditions, they will still only have a limited service life governed by the protection
levels employed to give the design service life. Within its stated limits, timber on the other
hand will last much longer in harsh conditions, without the need for additional protection. In
most cases the design life is almost indefinite.
It is important to note that up until about 1900, almost all piling was timber and practically
none in Australia was pressure impregnated. The large scale pressure impregnated
preservative industry started in Australia in the 1950’s.
History records countless instances of structures standing thousands of years on untreated
timber piling. It is somewhat disappointing that a material which has proven itself so often is
only questioned when alternatives without such historical support are being considered.
Some well known examples of the durability of timber piling:


At Ephesus in what is now Western Turkey a temple was constructed around 6000
BC and reconstructed 300 years later on the original untreated timber pile
foundations.



Near Rochester, England, excavations of old Roman roads revealed timber piles
1900 years old in excellent condition.



The first masonry London Bridge built in 1176 stood on untreated elm piles and
lasted 600 years.



The Campanile Tower in Venice was rebuilt in 1902 on the original 1000 year old
timber piles which supported the original structure built in 900 AD.



The still excellent condition of piles used for the Circus in Arles (France), built in 148
AD on wetlands, can be seen in the museum at the site.

Koppers advise5 a suitable design life expectancy of our preservative treated foundation
piling of 100 years when properly constructed. This advice is also in agreement with the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), America, that state:



Foundation piles submerged in ground water will last indefinitely.
Fully embedded, treated, concrete capped foundation piles partially above the
groundwater will last 100 years or longer.

Koppers would also like to note that the with or without the concrete capping the service life
will be about the same if the end is finished in accordance with the recommendations in our
piling guide. Even if concrete capping is used Koppers still recommends treatment of the cut
end in accordance with our guide prior to installing the concrete.
Deterioration of untreated timber piles has occurred where water table fluctuation has
allowed decay to develop. This is not a consideration within the expected service life (or
longer) for correctly treated timber.
5

As with any material supplier this cannot be guaranteed due to our lack of control of certain aspects affecting
the durability of the piles. It should be considered a recommended design life for a properly constructed pile.
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Treated softwood foundation piling should last at least as long as its hardwood cousin if
detailed and installed correctly.
Guidance for piles that extend to within 500mm below ground line or that continue above
ground line should be obtained from the Timber Service Life Design Guide produced by the
FWPA (Forest and Wood Products Association) in December 2007, and available from
http://www.timber.org.au/menu.asp?id=159

These tables are not considered applicable to piles that are finished more than
500mm below ground level, because the timber is out of the “critical” decay
zone, which is normally from 300mm below ground line to 300mm above
ground line where there is the correct combination of moisture and oxygen.
They are also based on timber poles in which the main form of structural resistance required
is in bending, rather than compression. There are additional resources regarding the “Timber
Service Life Design Guide” derivation of values, proposed Australian Standards and a simple
program designed based on the principles used in the guide all available on the website
above (www.timber.org.au) which can help with the determination of design life for piles that
extend within 500mm of ground line.

Treated Timber Marine Piling
Properly employed timber marine piles are a long term, low cost, environmentally
sustainable solution. They do not corrode and proper treatment protects them from
environmental degrade mechanisms such as marine borers and rot. They do not require
expensive Cathodic Protection systems or expensive coating systems to provide them with
adequate service life, but they will benefit from a plastic wrap or PVC tube encasement
between the mud line and the high tide mark (filling in between with sand is common). If this
is done the piles will outlast their counterparts with low initial cost and very low ongoing
maintenance costs.
Piles below the mud line will not decay or be attacked by marine borers. Above the mud line
and below the high tide mark they are susceptible to various levels of marine borer attack.
This is generally classified in various standards as High hazard in salt water (coastal and
some salt water rivers) above Perth in WA and Bateman’s Bay in NSW. In these waters H6
double treat (DT) piles (CCA treated then over-treated with PEC) are required in the
standards. Below this (including Tasmania) H6 only is required. The double treatment
protects the timber form a particular borer that is resistant to CCA, but not PEC, and only
lives in warmer waters.
It is sometimes still specified that untreated turpentine piles are required. This is not always
practical due to the availability of Turpentine piles. This is particularly an issue where it is
specified that the bark is left on the pile. There is really no evidence that this provides
significant increases in service life, but it requires selection of piles prior to harvesting where
they can be ring-barked and left to stand for a number of months so that the bark clings to
the trunk when harvested. Despite the lead times required it is also not recommended
because it is a shame to waste a turpentine pile (one of the most naturally durable against
marine borers) when it could be treated and become one of the most durable marine piles
available. As it is, treated marine durability class 2 and 3 piles will outlast untreated
turpentine. Therefore, we always recommend that treated (to the correct level) minimum
marine durability class 3 piles be specified for adequate service life.
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As for actual service life expectancies, guidance for marine piles should be obtained from
the Timber Service Life Design Guide produced by the FWPA (Forest and Wood Products
Association) in December 2007, and available from
http://www.timber.org.au/menu.asp?id=159
They are considered conservative for Koppers H6 (DT) marine piles in northern waters
based on Koppers experiences and some in-house testing that was done on piles in service
in one of the highest hazard regions in the world for marine borers. Inspection after 15 and
20 years showed the piles were performing adequately in a way that would suggest the
guide mentioned above is conservative. There are additional resources regarding the
“Timber Service Life Design Guide” derivation of values, proposed Australian Standards and
a simple program designed based on the principles used in the guide all available on the
website above (www.timber.org.au).
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For further information on Koppers
piles please contact:
Koppers Wood Products Pty Ltd
ACN 003 947 680
North Sydney, NSW
PO Box 2122
North Sydney NSW 2059
Level 10, 15 Blue Street
North Sydney NSW 2060
Telephone: 61 2 9900 6100
Fax: 61 2 9954 5462
Grafton Plant, NSW
PO Box 335, Grafton NSW 2460
Phone: 61 2 6641 2000
Takura Plant, Queensland
PO Box 162, Hervey Bay QLD 4655
Phone: 61 7 4191 3800
Longford Plant, Tasmania
PO Box 29, Longford Tas 7301
Phone: 61 3 6391 4300
Bunbury Plant, WA
PO Box 100, Picton WA 6229
Phone: 61 8 9724 7600
Makati City, Philippines
Phone: 63 2 752 5200
Email enquiries:
piles@koppers.com.au
www.koppers.com

